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:Few words have been ahnsed by physicists more than relativity,
sYlllmdry.
covariance, invariance
11nd gauge or coordinate t,ransformnt-ions.
'l'lwse notions
used oxtensively since the advont of the I,heory of relativity, arc hardly eyer preci·
sely dc-fined in }lhy/deal texts. This gives rise to many mislinderstandiligs
and
COli!rOI'ersies; the discussion on the significance of the "prineiplo of gel1l'rnl euvariance" has been one of the best lmown alllong thelll. This polpmie started ~l'oul1d
I!H (10.1 and has been reviveu during t.he recent. years (of. FO(jk [II] mid A noel'-

i

Bon

[l~]).

Fibro bun(lIes provi{ie a eOllvoniont fmlll(JWork for disellSi\ing thCl ('(m0l'Jl"; of
relativity,
inval'iance, ami gauge transformations.
Thoy lllwe heen ()rigil~ally illtraduced in order to formulate and solve "global", topological problems. \\'c~hal1
not be eoncel'l1ed with these here. However, the notion of a fibro bandle iR \'e1')'
appropriate
also for local problems of differential geometry and field t,hoo1'Y' Tho
concept of induced representations
of Lie groups may be mo:;t easily explailll'd
*) This p'\por is tin expanded and modified version of tho notes by H. P. l{iinzlo ;,>,-.d
P. Szo.
koroll of the joctlU'es givon at King's Colk'go, London, in September, l!}()7.
[29)
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using the language of hundtl's. The canonieal formalism of classieal mcchanics
assuml'S the cotangent bundle of the manifold of positionK to be the underlying space.
Classical eleetrod.rnamies
may be interpreted
as a theory of an infinitesimal
connection in l~ prineipal fibre bundlc with the structurc group lJ(I). A similar interpretation can he given to the Yang-~lills field and in geneml to all fields resulting
from "gauge transformationK
of the second kind".
Every time anyone argucs for the desirability of using new mathematical
concepts or methods, people mise the question whether these new concepts are really
necessary. Quite often the answer is no, in the sense that t.here are no practical
prol,lomfl thl~t cuuld not b(l "olved wit,hout introduning the now methods. 1"01' oxampie, at the beginning of the development
of electromagnetic
thcory Maxwell's
equations \\'ero writ.ten explicitly, component by componcnt. Any problem of classical electrodynamies
can be solved with the hclp of that systcm of equations, but
today no onc will deny thc usefulness of vector calculus. A less trivial example is tho
following. With some skill, any result in spccial relativity may be obtained on tho
basis of the physical interpretation
and of the form of the Lorentz transformations,
as given by Einstcin in his 190,3 papPI'. It is hn.rd to imagine however, that genpral
relativity could have ever heen invented without the four-diml'nsional,
geometric
picture of space-time, or that it could have been sensihly forlllulated without using
the concepts of Bicmannian geometry. It is our bplief that fihre bunf\les may play
a somewhat similar role: as they provide a natural framework for a number of physical theories, they can open \\'UYHto new, fruitful genernlizat,ions. For the moment,
they help us to clarify a num1Jer'offundllmental
concepts and by doing so, leave us
with more time to worry about tho n'ally difficult <jul'stions.
In this paper we prescnt the basic information Oil the local structure of differcntiable fibre IJllndlcs together with somo of tllf'ir appJical iOlls to physics. In the
Introduction
we gin, lL foil' exampll's of stnwll1rt,s whieh arc fibre hlllldics according to the precise definitions to bl' gin'n laler. \\'e take advllntage of these exalllpies to introduce, i;l a loose way, a lIumber of tl'rms uSl'd in lleseribing fiure bundles.
The seconfl chapter contains tho eonstructioll
of the spaeo of quantities of typo
a (e,g., tellsors, dcnsiti('s) over n. finito-dimpnsional
vector sp:lOe. The reason for
l'n'senting this construction
is that it is analogolls to the nne that leads from a principal fihre bundle to an associated hundle (fleelion ;i.Ii). Chapters 3-(j {'ontain standard dl'finitions of diffcrenthhle
manifolds, Lic grnllps, (l-manifolds,
fihre bunrllps
and connections. This nl<lterial is pn'sert! I,d for thc cf)nyeni('I](,o of a physieist who
milY not ,want to search for it in sp"eilllized matlll'matiell! literaturc. Chaptl'r 7 is
devoted to an anlllysiK of fields admitting gauge transformations,
such aH tl.c electromagnetic
or the Yang-~Iills field. An essential dirfermee between theso fields
and the gmvitat ional field in ge JI('I'II I relat ivity is st ('('SHed, in eontra(Iist indion to
what is often asserted. The iKomOl'phism between the Kaluza-Klein
th(~or)" and tho
Utiyama approach to electrod)'namies
is exhibited and gcneralized to an arbitrary
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field whose gauge group admits an invariant metric. In Chapter 8 it is shown what
meaning should be attributed
to the general-relativistic
principle of invarianee. An
application, of fibre bundles to the derivation and formulation of conservation laws
in physics may be found in another paper [13]. ,

1.

Introduction

B.undles are a generalization
of the con copt of Cartesian product. An examplo
from tho history of Kcleneo will clarify tho I\ood for IlUoh a gCI\('I'nlil'.lttiol1.
In Aristotelian physics hoth, space and time, were ahsolute, every event being
defined by an instant of time and a location in space (cf. Penrose [,3]). This is equivalent to saying that space-time E is a Cartesian product TxS, where T is the time
axis and S is the three-dimensional
space.
.
In Galilean physics time remains absolute but space i~ relative. This can be
described by saying that there is a projection map n: E -+ T which associates
to any event peE the corresponding instant of time t
n(p). T is called the ba.se
space. The inverse image of t, n-1(t), is called a fibre. Each fibre is isomorphio to

=

l

R3

spaoetime

p

l

T

•

time

t

_

= n(p)

Euclidean 3-spaee R3, whieh is therefore called a typical fibre, Such a triple (E, T, n),
with n: E -+ T being a snrjeet.ive projection map is called a bundle wit,h haf;p space
base T and bundle space E. In this example all fibres are isomorphic and it is possible to represent the bundle as a Cartesian product. However this reprcs(,ntation
is
frame dependent, that is to say there is no natural isomorphism hetwcen the fihres.
The best way of illustrating the concept of naturality which has bpen connected
above to the physical concept of relativity, is to give an example from vector space
theory. Let V bo an n-dimensional
vector space and V* the dual space of linear
functions on V. V* is also an n-dimensional vector space and is therefore isomorphic
It is necessary to define a basis in V
to V. but there is no naturat isomorphism.
in order to construct the isomorphism. On the other hand, the space V** (the dual
of V*) is again an n-dimensional
veotor space, but this time there is a natural

':;.0;.

~-
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isomorphism with V. A precise definition of nat.ural eqnivalence is given in Chapter 8. Further examples or' hUllllles:
1) Tangent bUIIIlle: Let B he an n-dimensional differentiahle manifold and T(E)
the set of all tangent vectors at all points of E. Let :t: T (E) --+ E he the mapping
which Il1I1PStangC'nt vcctors onto thc point of E to whieh t.hey arc attached. The
triple (T(J<:), E,:t) is known as the (rl1l(jfllt bundle of t.he manifold E. Each fibre
3I:-I(p), pEE. is isomorphic to R", which is t,hercforc a Iypieal fibre. Thc hlOll1orl'hisll1
is not natural and therc arc as many isolllorphillms froll1 3I:.I(p) onto R" as there are
bases at p. Any two isomorphisms arc obt.ained from each other by applying a member of the group GL(n, Il) which is called the structure gron}> of the bundle.
If a natural isomorphism hetween fihres could be defincd, C.g., by a parallcl
tranllport (integl'll,blo connection)" there would be a nat11l'al isomorphism of the
tangent bundle onto the product bundle (E xl', E, pr1). In general relativity this
is not possible: even if E admits of a global eoordinatc systcm x = (xi) then the
mapping
T(E)3XI--+(:t(X),
(Xi)EExR",
where Xi = X (xi), is an isomorphism but not It natural one.
2) Bundle of lincar framell: Let l' (E) be tll(' set of all YPctOI' fralllC'sat, 1111 points of
E. A bundle ml1Ybe constructctlas in. (1), the typielll filJl'e being OL(n, R). For let
(e;) be a basis at pEE
and (rj) a sccond basis at p. '['hen ri ,= ejUj; with (aii)
= aeGL(n, R). '['hus, there is an isomorphism 1'1--+ a and OL(n, R) is the typical
fibre. If e, is another hasis, then 1'j = piti;. The new isolllorph ism r 1--+ a is eonlwctcd
to the previous one r 1--+ a by a single matrix tl'llnSfOrllllttioll. Honee the structnre
group is again GL(n, R) IInd is a typieal fibre at the same timc. In this CIISOtho
bundle ill t,ermed a principrt/ pbre bundle.
In Greek physics spate-time E = 1'x8 hilS tho strueture of 11 produet bundle.
In Galilean physics IInd special rC'IMivit.ythis is 110 longer so, but tho bundle of
linear frames (P (E). E, 31:) is a product bundle. In generalrclativity thero is no natural isomorphism of (P (E), E, :t) onto a product }!J xF, but it will be shown that
the bundle (P(P(E)),
P(E), 31:) is 11 product. In this way generalizations of general
relativity may be conceived *).

',eV. It
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can also, with advantage, be regarded as an isomorphism
r:R"--+V

such that
(ql, ... , q") 1--+ qir,

= r(q).

Now let aeGL(n. R), then roa is another isomorphism R" --+ V which IIgain regardC'd
as a frame in P(V) will be denoted by ra = (rpi,). This shows that GL(n, R) acts
to the right on P(V): (ra)b = r(ab).
Obviously, this action is transitive and free. (G acts freely on a space },f iff
a :/= ide implies ra :/= 1', G acts effectively iff a:a = x for any x impliC's a = id(;,
G acts transitively iff for any x, yellf there cxists aeG such that xa = y).
2.2 If u:GL(n, R) -+ GL(m, R) is a homomorphism, consider the mapping
P(V)

x R'"

--+ P(V)

X Rill

defined by
(r, q)

1--+

(ra, Ua-l(q))

for any aeGL(n, R), where aa "'" a(a). This defines an action of GL(n, R) on
P(V) X Ir" which, however, is no longer transitive. Introduce therefore, the quotient space
a(V)

"'" (P(V)

X RIII)/GL(n,R)

and the canonical map I:P(V)xR"'--+a(V)
which maps elements of P(V)xR'"
equivalent under the action of GL(n, R) onto the same element of a(V): 1(1', q)
= 1(1", q') <0> there exists aeGL(n. R) such that ra = 1" and aa-t{q) = q'. Finally
define Ir :R'" -+ a(V) by Ir(q) = 1(1', q). This map Ir is bijective.
PnooF: (a) By definition any element of a(V) can be given in the form 1(1", q') for
cC'rtain r'eP(V),
q'eR"'.
But for any given reP(V) there is an aeGL(n, R) such
Choose q = Ua-I (q').
that r = r'a [by the transitivity of GL(n, R) on P(V)].
then 1(1", q') = 1(1', q) = Ir(q). proving that Ir is surjective.
(b) Assume Ir(q) = Ir(q/), then there exists a such that l' '= ra and thus a = l~d
(since GL acts freely). Therefore q' = a'd(q) = q, proving injectivity.
Observe that

'•••° aa-I(q)

= I(ra,

= *, q) = Ir(q),

aa-1(q)

Le.,
2. '}'on80r8 and 'follsor J)cnsitil'S

'",.°(10-1

Define addition and multiplication with
2.1. Let V be an n-dimmsional real vector spacc and P (V) tho set of all frames of
V; L 0., an clement l' e P (V) is a set (1';),
1, ... , n, of n linearly indC'pendent vectol'S

i=

.) D. D. Ivanenko suggested thl~t this gt'neralization bo referrod to as tho "80cond roh~tivi·
zation".

Ir(ql)+/r(qz)

a.eR

=

'r'

(1)

by

"'" Ir(ql +qz),

a.,,(q) == Ir(a.q).

These definitions are independent of the choice of, because of (1). Therefore

(2)

(3)
a(V)

..",_._-A. 'l'RAUT:\IAN
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becomes an m-dimensional vector spaco. Now let l~ea(V) and define
u:P(V)

by
ii(r)

~

(ii)

RIn

= £, -I(U).
\

Denoting the action of a e GL(n., R) in P (V) by

u 0 c5o(r) =

u(ra)

=

I,a -1(U)

Le.,

u0
(Note that
that since

<10-1
£,

= <1(a-l) = [<1(a)]-1

c5a

(i.e.

0

£,-I(U)

= aa-I

= -IoU
= <10-1 bccauso

c5a

c5a(r) ==

=

ra) one infers

l1a-1

0

I

i

u(r),

=

£,0

or

(<1a-l)-1

a

is

0.

r'

0

£,,-1

£ra-I

w

--

r

..•.

£,-1
V

) T(V)

lUanifolds

3.1. A manifold is a topological space E which is
(i) locally Euclidean, i.e., for any peE there exists an open neighbourhood U of p
and a homeomorphism x of U onto an open subset of R". (U, x) is called a chart
of

E.

(

)

.

(

°2
~

I

typical
neighbourhood of

I
as

O2

(Hi) E has a countable basis. Without'this condition the topology of R2 considered
satisfies (i) and (ii) but does not have 0. countable basis. This would

U (a, R)
aeR

= r£,-I.

(ii) If a is any representation so is <1*, defined by a: = '<10-1 (where'A is the
transpose matrix of A). a*(V) is called the space of quanlities conlragredienl to a(V).
(iii) ao = (det a)'" gives rise to scalar densities of weight w.
3. mfferentiable

f----e

I

l , I

R"

there exist disjoint open sets

°1

= <10-101,··1).

= ra 0 £0,-1 = ra a-I
R"

p =1=q

basis of open neighbourhoodil of 01 or O2 cO!lsistsof all sets of the form (-a, 0] v (0, b).
This topology satisfies (i) but any two open sets containing 01 and 0a will contain
a segment (0, c)
typical
neighbourhood of 01

homomorphism and

Equation (4) is nothing elso but tho transformation law of the tensor density u:
Under a change "lJ;' of the basis the "components" u of u transform according to
a certain representation <1 of the linear group. Such quantities u are called quantities
01 type a. For example:
(i) <1a == Ta = a, the identity' representation. It induces a natural isomorphism
between V and T(V). Relation (1) becomes £ra-1 = a-1£,-1 showing that the map
r 0 £,-1: T(V) ~ V is an isomorphism independent of r, since
l'

is Hausdorff, Le., for any pair of points

V

(4)

<10

has an inverse it follows from (1) that
£ra

E

3 q. This does not follow from (i); for consider the t,opological space consisting of two closed halflines (-00, 0] and an open halfline (0, +00), in which the
U

3 p,
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(

(I

(

I

I

induce a topology on R2 making it essentially I-dimensional.
(iv) One a'ssumes either that E is connected, or at least that the dimension n is
the same at all points (implied by connectedness).
A differentiable atlaB for E is a collection of charts

(Ui,

Xi)

such that

Ui Vi =

}of

and wherever Ui,.., Uj =1=0, the mapping xj 0 ;rj -1: X,( Vi"" Uj) ~ Xj( Ui,.., lJj) is
differentiable, of class 0"', say. Given a differentiable atlas A, we adjoin all charts
(U, ;l:) such that Xi 0 X-I: x(U r. Ui) ~ xj(V,.., Vi) is differentiable, to form a new
atlas .-T which is ma.ximal or complete. This defines WIUlt is called a differentiable
structure on E. A manifold E together with a differentiable structure is called a
differentiable manifold. In general, there isn't any unique differentiable structure
for a gi\'en manifold E.
Let f: E ~ F be a mapping from a differentiable manifold E to a differentiable
manifold F (in future we will drop the adjective "differentiable" which will be
assumed). The map f is then said to be differentiable if for any two charts (U, x),
\

--'Of
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(V, y) of E and F, respectivcly, the mapping
y of

0

of p, then the vector X tangent to the curve at p is defined by

X-I ::r(U)

_

y(V)

is differentiablc. We shall dellote by C (B) the set of all differentiable functions on E
(differentiable maps from N to R).
3.2. A category A consists of a dass of sets E, P, ... callcd thc oujreloSof .:It and a class
of mappings betwce'll these sets Mol' (E, F), '" called tho m.ol1)Mlim.~ of .-1. Hf:E-F
and g:P _ G are n pair of morphisms it is always possihle to construct the morphism
g 0 f: E - G. This composition if! neccssarily associative. It is further postulated
that. ~Jllr (E. I~) illnon·(.mpty anu nlwaYRcontahlH the idf'ntity lIlorphiRln id,~:E -+- E.
Example:
The category ofdiffercntiahle manifolds, The o1Jj('l'Is lIl'e diffcrcil'
tiable mnnifolds, the morphisms are differentiablc mappings between manifolds.
Isomorphism in this category is cnIled a diffeomorphism.
and a correspondence 0 between their
Suppose we have two catcgories A and
objects and morphism. 0 is called a cot'llriant functor if the following situation
arises

$

A:

E

10
$:O(E)

t

fL

TF

0lL

C(F)'
C(g)

o is a contravariant
A:

E

C(j)

= C(g

C(f)

C(f)

0

C(y)
C(a)

0]),

C(ide)

= ideeI'.)'

= I, ..., n)

defined by

lJ

= 6f.
A (x') = Ai,

If A is any tangent vector p and

= A'~.ox'

thcn it may bc shown that A

Hence the tangent vectors at p form an n-dimensional vector space de-

noted

Tp(E), the tangent space at p. The dual space Tl~(E) of linear functions w: Tp(E)_
is called the space of forms or cotangent space at p.
If h: E - F is a differentiable mapping from a manifold E to a manifold F we
define h'A e Thep)(F) for any A e Tp(E) by

C (G)

= O(g 0 j),

(y)+a(p)A

= A (h*f),

feC(F)

(the prime is omitted on h where there is no danger of ambiguity) and if w eTAt,) (F)
wo define h*we T;(E) by

=

w(h'A),

h' corresponds to a covariant functor from the category of pointed differentiable
manifolds to the category of vector spaces and h* corresponds to a contravariant
funotor to the same oategory.
O(idE)

F

= idc(li;)'

3.3. A tangent vec/or at a point pe E is defined as a linear mapping A :C(FJ) -+- R
which satisfies the Lcibnitz rulc at p:

= f(p)A

o~' (i

ox' (xi)

(h*w) (A)

E x amp Ie: Let A be the category of differentiable manifolds and :/\ tho entegory
of vector spaces and vector·space homomorphisms. dearly C (E) is a vector space.
If h:E ~}' is a differentiable mapping between manifolds, definc h*: C(F)_
_C(E)
by h*f=f
0 h (feC(F)).
Clcarly thcn (k 0 h)* = h* 0 k* and (C, *) is
a. contravariant functor from .:It to H!>.

A (f'Y)

I 1-0 .

a)
' (t)

0

a nalural basis associated with this chart as

~}' -_.q -~. ()
C (F) (

(j

Conversely, given a tangent vector X at p it is always possible to find a differentiable
curve through p to which X is tangent. Thus it is possible to identify tangent vectors
at p with classes of differentiable curves at p. If (U, x) is a chart at pe U, we define

(h'A) (f)

1c
$:O(E)

= ~dt

-+- R

TG

flmctor if we have the following

t

X (f)

,C(aLoo+ C(G)
0
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(f).

E x amp 1e: A differentiable curve through p is a differentiable mapping a:
(-1,1) _E such that a(O) = p. Iff is a.function difforentia.bloin a neighbourhood

E

T;(E) •

h'h*
11.

•

Covariant functor
Contravariant
functor

,Th~p)(F)
Th(P)(F)

Tp(E)

3.4. Product manifolds

Given two manifolds E, F and an atlas of charts (U, x), (Y,
respectively, we can define an atlas in the product topological space
ofchartB (UxV, ~Xy), where
xxy: UxV

-+-

Jr'+m

\

y)

for E and F
consisting

liJ X F

-

.....•.
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is defined by
manifold.
There is a

(x

X y)

(p, q)

= (x (p),

This makes E

y(q)).

xF into a differentiable

Yf)

0 h

= X(jo

h)

for

or

anyf.

isomorphism,,:
peE,

qeF.

h*
C(E)

Let A be the tangent to the curve t 1-+ a (t) at p =;' a (0) and B the tangent to the
curve t 1-+ bit) at q = b(u). Then define ,,(A, B) as tangent to the curve t J-+ (a(t) •.

at

LE~mA 1:
PROOF:

h

0

Letfe

,,(A,

C(F)

B)

B))

(f)

= hqA+hpB.
= ddt f

0 h (a(t),

LE)l~IA2: If (Xl' Yl) and
h-related.

I 1-0

bit))

\ 1-0 +dd t foh(a(t),q)\

= !!dt fO'h p 0 bit)

I'-0 +!!dt

= (hpB)

(f).

(f)+(hqA)

f 0 h q 0 a(t)

11ec/or field

Then for any

feC(E)

-+ ,(E)

such that

by

(Xf)'(p)

= Xp(/)'

2) A vector field X is defined as a linear mapping
X:O(E)

Y]f

If,

= X (Yf)-Y(Xf).

go h

if:

= g'

Define

= (Y}(Y2f)-Y2(YJ))

0

h)-X2X}(f

[YI' Ya]) is

h

0 h)-X2((Yd)
0

Xa],

0 h)
0

h)

h).

(fo

0

= h*(Yf)eh*(C(F)).

=g
h => g = g'.

Y:C(F)

Hence

Y(!d2)

C

X(h*C(F))
0

h)

-+ elF)
X(fJ20

0

then for any feC(F)
there exists geC(F)
g is unique
b~cause h is surjective:

h*(C(F)),

h. The function

by
h)

Yf

= g.

Y

is a vector field since

= (f} h) X (f2
= (flo h) (Yf2)
= (!lYf2+f2Yfl)

= fIYf2+f2Yfl'

0

0

h)+(f2

0

h+(f2

It is clear that

0

0
0

h)X

(/} c h)

h) (Yfl) c h

h.

(X,

1') is h-related.

of a differentiable manifold E is
denoted by €P(t,p) = €P,(p), such that
t1J1+'
(p) = €P, 0 €P,(p), €Po = idE;. Clearly. for any t, €Pt is a differentiable automorphism, or transformation of E. The inverse transformation of €Pt is then €P,-I
= f/J_I• Hence the transformations {f/Jp te R} form a group.
3.6.

If h: E -+ F is a differentiable mapping and X is a vector field on E, it is not in
general possible to transport it into a vector field on F. If X and Yare vector fields
in E and F. the pair (X, Y) is called h-related if for any peE, h(.\,) = Yh(I')' i.e., if
and peE we have Yh(p)(f) = (hXp) (f) = Xp(fo h) or equivalently
for any feC(F)

X(h*f)

If
such that X (j
Only

-+ OlE)

such that X(f, g) =f(X(g))+g(X(f))
for any f, tjeC(E).
Let 7.(E) be the set of all vector fields on E. It is a Lie algebra with respect to
the bracket defined by

[X,

are h-related, then ([Xl'

= XI((Yzf)
= X1X2(f
= [Xl' X2]

PROOF;

XfeC(E)

h

C(F)

LE)IMA
3~ Let h: E -+ F be a surjective differentiable map and ;C a vector
.field on E. Then there exists a vector field Y on F such that (X, Y) are h-related if
and only if
X (h*C(F))
C h*(C(F)).

X is a mapping X:E

define

0

I '-0

pEE

= XpeTp(E).

~--

(X2, Y2)

1-0

There are two equivalent dcfinit.ions:
a

([YI, Ya]/)

PROOf":
b(t))

Vector fielM

= U 'piE),

is commutative.

h*
C(E)

= !!-foh(p,
dt

1) If ,(E)

Y

X

X and Yare h-related iff

C(H), then

((h 0 x) (A,

X(p)

•

(p, q).

Suppose now there is given a differentiable map h:E xF -+ H. Define hp:F-+H
by h,,(q') = hip, q') and hq:E-+H
by hq(p') = hip', q); then hp and hq are also
differentiable.

3.5.

(h*f).

This can be expressed by the following commutative diagram:

Tp(E)XT'i(F)~T(p,q)(ExF),

bit))

=X

h*(Yf)
natural
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If p is fixed the mapping t l-..tPt(p) dt\fines a curve through
The trajectories define a tangent vector field in E by

p called

0.

trajectory.

dt' f

° cPt I, -

0 '

Le., consisting of the tangent vector to the trajectory
through each point of E.
Conversely we may ask, given a vector field X can we define a one-parameter
group where trajectories are everywhere tangent to this vcetol' field. Tho answer is
that it is pORflihlo to do 80 locally in tho neighhourhood
of IIny point, Le., for any
peE there is a nnighhollrhood
lJ :1 p, an e >0 and a differcnt,illhlc lllap tP: (-e, 6) X
X U ~ E such that cP, ° dJ,
cP,+, whcnevcr
both sidcs arc defined, cPo
idu
and X is tangent to the curves t ->- tP,(q).
LEmlA 4: Let h:E ->- E be a transformation
of tho manifold E and X e X (E)
which generates the local group of local transformations
if>,. Then X is invariant
with respect to h (Le., X is h-related to itself) if and only if h 0 cP,
eJ>,o h.
PROOF: If X generates
the curve t 1->- cP,(P) then (hX)/.(p) is tangent to the
curve

=

\

t 1-+

h 0 eJ>,(P)

= h 0 eJ>,° h-1

at h(p); hence hX generates h ° tP, 010-1, But
hX
X or equivalently
eJ>,
h 0 eJ>,° h -1,

=

=

under

manifold

In ordor for X to be left invariant

it is sufficient

=

Xo

1

, II'

induced

Lie !fI.gebra homomorphism.

vector field on G nnd h:G ->-II a homomorphism,

0 0(

for all

tJ E End

0(,

V.

subgl'Oup<~of Lie groups

=

= eJ>,ocP,(e) = cP,(eJ>,(e) e) = cP, ° Y"',(e)(e) = Y",,(,)
eJ>, and eJ>,are

defined then so is

of G by the element

° Ya for

= tP,(e)tP,(e).
eJ>, is'

defined

one defines the exponential

map exp: G' ...,,;G which satisfies

]{

aeG, i.e.,

I

(1)

ox,

I""

h'

G'

II'

iff
]?rorn

a. beG.

(f>,(a)

that

for all aeG.

0 eJ>,(e)

which shows that

cP'H

cP" In
cP,

",
k

for all

then

=

G

for all beG.

= XbIl)

eJ>'H (e)

It follows that if
for all leB.
By exp X

= eJ>l(e)

A vector field X e X(G) is called left (right) invariant
(6 •••.(b

h'

Lie group homomorphisms

<

GxG->-G,
(a, b) '->- a-1b

= Xab

1G'

11

[0(, tJ] "'" 0( 0 tJ-tJ

4.2. ]·c1imrnsional

such that the group operation

=

h,

For if X is a lcft invariant
h' X is again left invariant.

Now

,5:(b)=
ba }
Y
(b)
ab

G

Every X eG' generates a global I.parameter
group of transformations
fact, aRsume f/Jt is defined for It I
6. Since X is left invariant
Ya ° eJ>,
all a (by Lemma 4).

Lie algebra

YaX,

(by Lemma 2) G' is a subalgebra of X(G), called the Lie algebra of G. It follows that
the category of Lie groups is related by a functor to the category of Lie algebras.

h if and only if

A Lie group G is a group which is at the same time a differentiable

YaXb

=

=

X is invariant

is a differentiable
map.
Denote by Ya(6a) the left (right) translation

= YIlYbX• = YabX, = Xab•

GL(V) the group of autoEx am pIe: If V is an n-dimonsional vector spnce, G
morphisms of V, then G'
End V, the Lio algebra of all endomorph isms of V with

0 h(p)

4. Lie Groups
4.1. Definition,

41

This proves the existence of a left invariant
vector field which is moreover
uniquely determined by its value at e. Therefore the set G' of all left invariant vector
fieldll forms a vector space isomorphic to T.(G).
Since for X, YeG'
[X, Y]
[YaX, YaY] = Ya[X,
Y]
(3)

=

=

'I

Then for any beG,
YIlXb

d

=

Xf

BUNDLES ASSOCIATED WITH SPACE·TIME

cP,(a) = f/J, ° y~(e) =
= a exp eX or

Yo

0 eJ>/(e)

=

eJ>,

(2)

Entirely

analogous

relations

atP,(e)

=

and

cP,(e)

= exp

tX

it follows thnt
(4)

6.xp 'x.

hold also foaright

invariant

\

veotor fields.

..
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'"'.~. ~i'he canonical/orm
w.(X)

FTI3RE

LEmlA I): If (h, g) is a morphism from (E1, G1, 'PI) to (E2• G2, 'P2) and X
= IJI~gA then X and Yare h-related.
.
PHOOfi': The morphism property of(h,g) implies aeeordi~g to (7) that lJIao(h, g)
= h 0 'Pl and therefore h'(X) = h' 0 'P~A = IJI~° (h', g')A =1JI~gA = Y by the
definiticn of the Killing vector fields.
Ex m pIe s: (1) If U is a differentiable manifold and G a Lie grou'p a trivial
G-manifold
is defined by (U xG, G, b), where
,

won a Lie group G is a I-form with values inG' defined by

= YeG'

= 'P~A and Y

for anJ' aeG and Xe1'a(G)

such that Y regarded as a vector Y,e

1',(G)

is given by

Y,=y.-IX.
Clearly, w is left invariant, i.e.,

(G-manifold.~)

A G-manifold is triple (E, G, 'P) where E is
'P:GxE-+-E
a differentiable map such that
11.

'/'.

11.

y:;;',;;' and satisfies b:w = ad~-1 ° w.

4.4. Lie groups of transformations

0

'Pb

=

'l'

IJIIHJ,

11.

b: (U X G) X G -+- U X G

manifold, G a Lie group and

is defined by
((p, b), a) I-+- (p, bal.

= idE'

(5)

-

G is then also called

11.

-

==

'P(a, pl.

ad a) is an example of an automorphism of (E, G, 'P), where ada(b)
In fact, the diagram (7) is commutative since by (5) and (6)

(2) (IJI.-I,

= aba-I.

where
'Pn(p)

(6)

'P ° (ad a, IJI.-I) (b,p)

Lic group of transformations of E. If A eG', a vector field

A on G X E can be dcfined by A( •. p)

= (An'

=

IJI.-l

'P

The map 'I' is clearly surjective. It follows by Lemma 4 that there is a unique X
on E such that A and X are IJI-related. X is called the Killing
sponding to A.
It can be shown that the vector field X generates
defined by this relation. Then

0

IJI.-I(p))

'Pb(p)

= IJI.-l

rfJ,

= 'l'''PIA

0

and could also be

ffi

•

I h

is commutative.
(7)

1

I
lit

(h,

g)

1

EaxGa

lJIa

° 'P.

na

M
.'\

~.
E

The category of bundles consists of such triples and morphisms (/, h) called bundle
homomorphisms which are couples of maps
f:Jl11 -

.• Ea

lJI(b, p),

= IJI.-l

(ad a, IJI.-I)

= 'P1HJ-1(P)

lU. A bundle is a triple (M, E, n) consisting oftwo manifolds M and E and a surjective map n: M·_E.

such that the diag~am
EI

0

0 IJI.-I(p)

5. Bundles

defined by 'P'(A) = X is clearly a Lie algehra homomorphism and, moreover, if G
acts effectively, 'P' is injceth'e, if G acts' freely then A f:. 0 implies ('1"(A))p f:. '0
for all pe E (ef. [4], p. 42). Again, Lie groups of transformations form a category, the
objects of which are triples (Ei, 0i' II'J, whereas the. morphisms are couples (h, g),
where
h:E1-+- E2 a diffcrentiabln map,
g:G1 -+- O2 a Lie group homomorphism
IJII

= 'P.bn-I

vector field corre-

'P' :G' -+- X (E)

is commutative.

= lJI(ada(b),

i.e.,

0).

E1xGI
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,

JIa,

h:E1-Ea
. such that the diagram

1

E1

M1-f-

.• Ma

:

,

--i~
hxid
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or
If V C E is an open subset, (n-1( V), V, n I ,,-I(U» is called a sub-bundle of (M, E, n).
;rr;-l(U)XG
The simplest example is the cartc8ian product bundle (E X F, E, :7t)of two manifolds
E andFwithn
=pr1 (first projection) defiued by n(x,'y) = x for all xeE, yep'.
5.2. In general the eounterimag('sn-1(x) of points xe E need not he isomorphic. If
they are, one speaks of a fibro bundle. More preeiso1y, a fibre bundle is a locally trivial
bundle, i.e., there exists a manifold F, called the typical fibre, such that 'for eaoh xe E
there exists a noighbourhood Vof x sueh that tho sub·bundle (n-1( V), V,:7tI ,,-1)U»
is isomorphic to the product bundle (VXF, V, pr1).
•
h
;rr;-1(U)

F"
r-

• UxF

U/ ?/

nj

E

l

~

UxF

I

Yo

j

i

n-1(V)V)
hn-1(

I
(id, ~o)

~

Tho simplest non tl'ivial exmnplo of a fibro bundle is probably the Mobius strip,
a bundle over the ciro)o T.
A cr08S section of tho bundlo (.ill, E, n) is a differentiable map <P:E _ M such
that no 1) = ic1I~'It could nlRobe defincd as an E-bundle morphism from the trivial bundle (E, E, iu,,) into (Jlf, Fl, :7t).
By a local cro.~., section \\"emean a eross section of a sub-bundle (n-1( V), V, n).
A local eross Reet,ionexists in Ievery fibre bundlo.
5.3. Principal filJre bundles

Defini ti on: Let I' and E be manifolds and () a Lie group. Then (P, E, G, n, 'P)
is called a JJrillcipal fibre bundle if
(i) (P, H, n) is a fibre hllncllc with typical fibre G,
(ii) (I', G, 'I') is a G-manifold (0 acting on I' to tho right),
(iii) there exist local bundle isomorphisms which are at the same time G-manifold
isomorphisms, i.e. for any xeE there is an open ncighbourhood V 3 X and a diffeomorphism h such that
(a) h is a bundle isomophism, i.e., the diagram

h

j

commutes for any a e G.
The general"requirement for such composite struetures is that the morphisms
with respect to one category must also be morphisms in the other category.
From (iii) it follows that ('P, n) is a bundle homomorphism of (P X G, P, pr1)
into (P, E, n) and that G acts freely and transitively on the fibrcs of P. In fact, let
ren-1(x)CP
for xeV
and assume that h(r)=(x,
b), then n(r)=prloh(r)
= prl (x, b) = x by (a), but with the help of (b) it follows that
n('Po(r»)

= prl

°h

0

'P.(r)

= pr1 0 Ud, ~o) 0 h(r)
= prl(p,

~.b)

=

Xi

so Gleaves t\1o fibres :7t-1(x) invariant. Now G acts transitively and freely by right
translations on itself and thereforo on n-1(x) sinee every fibre is isomorphic to G
by (i).
A principle fibre bundle is trivial iff it has a cross section.
PROOF: Iff:P_EXG
is an isomorphism, then <P:E-P
dofined by <P(x)
=f-l(x,
x(x» is clearly a eross seetion for an arbitrary function X:E-G.
Conversely, if <P:E _ P is a cross seetion, then for any r e :7t-1(x) there is a unique a eG such
that '1'. (<P(x» = r since the aetion of G on :7t-1(a;) is transitive- and free. Define f(r)
= (p, a)eExG.
This is differentiable and bijective since it is so on each fibro separately.
5.4. It is clear how to define rnorphislns in the category of principal fibre bundles:
a triple (h, g,j) is a morphism of (PI' E1, G1, :7t1,'1'1) into (PI' EI, GI, nl, 'PI) if (h, g)
is a G-manifold homomorphism of (PlG1'fl) into (PzGz'l'z) and (h,f) a fibre bundle
homomorphism of (PIE1:7tl) into (PIE.n.) and the diagram
'1'1
:7tl
P1XG1-

~u~XG
hxg
is commutative;
(b) his 3 G-manifold isomorphism (ef. Section 4.4); tho diagram
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F

OJ
+--u

n-1(U)

n-1(U) VI

UxG
(UxG)xG
VxG
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is oommutative.

PI

-EI

1
1 h :7t. 1 f
'P.
p.xG. -- .•. p. E.
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In many cases the base manifolds of s(~n'ral bundles arc the same; then
convf>nimt to restrict oneself to the category of hundles with f = id".

it is

If then, in particular, g and h are surjective maps, 1\ is called an extension of
(An important
example from physics is the spin bundle which is an extension
of the bundle of Lorentz frames over the spacetime manifold; here g:SL(2, 0) ~ L~).
On the other hand 1\ is called a rrduclion of P2 if E\ = }]2' f = id(" hand g are
injective /lnd h is moreowr
regulnr (i.e .. h: Tp(P1) ~ T,,",)(1'2) is injective for all
p EP\; the regularity
of g f01l0\\'s already from the group structure.)
of an n-dimensionnl differential manifold E.
5.5. E x amp Ie: Bunrllr njlil1,?arfmmf's
P( T.,(l~) (cf. ~C'dilln 2. J). Tlll're is an obvious Pl'ojl'{,t ion
Let ]' (1~)"..

A map e such that

:~/
I

P2•

U

,l'(=E

E

is then

well defined

= V'a(r),

q'

To introduce
n-I(U)

because

1(1', q)

= Ua-1(q).

c: Ponto

a differentiable
UxG

=

=

:t-l(U)~

UxGL(n,

I

which is clearly bijective, be a diffeomorphism.
(GL(n, R) has a natural manifold
structure as an open suhset of R'·'.) It can be checked that all charts :r-1( U).-•.U X
xGL(n,
R) ~ R"+'" form an atlas which changes PiE) into a diffprentiable
manifold (of dimension n+n2). It has been already established that P(8) is a locally
trh'ial bundle. The remaining
properties
(ii) and (iii) conceming
the action of
GL(Il, m on PiE) are also easily nrified. Thus PiE) is a principal bundle over E
with structure gronp GL (n, U).
5.0. A.~sociatnl fihre bundles
Let (I', E, G, 1j!,:r)
acts to thc left, i.e.,

be R principal

fibre bundl('

Rnd F a manifold

on which G

ua(q)=I1(a,q)

V':(l'xF)xG

F

I

idx_

k

of a bijection

k which makes this diagram

X Rm)/GL(n,R)

= (U P( T)E))

X Rm)IGL(n. El)

= U (P(Tx(E)

X Rm)'GL(n, H)

XEE

.xeE

As each fibre is the spaee of quantitics

(1', q, a) I~

set M

(1j!a(r),

= (PxF)/G

Ua-l(q)

with the canonical

map I:PxF_M.

= U a(Tx(E)

~

atE).

XEE

of type a over 'x(B), a cross section of alE)

=

is called a field of quantities of type a over the manifold E. If in particular m
n
and u == r
idGL(n,1l)' then r(E) is called the tangent bundle. Clearly, T is a covariant
functor from the category of differentiable
manifolds into the category of (vector)
bundles.

=

where

commutative.

as follows

to the

~ PxF,

Ux(GxF)

5.7. Exam pIe: Let (P (E), E, Gl(n, E),:t, b) be the bundle oflinearframes
over E
homomorphism.
'Then (R"'GL(n,
R)a)
and u:GL(n, R) ~ GL(m, R) a differentiable
is a left GL(n, R) manifold. The associated bundle with standard fibre ROOcan be

=

=

from

(The construction is entirely analogous t,o the one in Section 2.2: let (,(q) == 1(1', q)
and Rhow that " is bijective, noting that G acts tmnsitively and freely on the fibres
of P.) A topology and differentiable structure on IvI can then be defined by requiring
for any choice of the local automorphism
h. So (.lIE,!)
that k be a diffeomorphism
becomes a fibre bundle called the bundle associated with P,u-ith
standard jibre F.

(P(E)

with a E G, q E F, such that, an 0 11" = an'" cr,
idF·
Let Ga aa-I for all aE 0, then (FC'l) is a a-manifold (where G acts on
right). Now consider the action of G in }) X F defined by

and form the quotient

There follows the existence

interpreted
a:OxF~F,

"

M~'-~:7F

R),

(71:(1'), air)~,

1'1-+

on Jl[ let h be a local isomorphism

• (UxG)xF-;;;

I

e,,(y)

=

such that

U c: E and conllider the diagram

n-I(U)xF

with r('spect to the coonlinate
system a.'. If now I'
=(1'1' •.•, rn)e:r.-1(a:), then there exists a unique n(r)EUL(n,
R) such thatI'
e(x)a(r)
(namely the matrix a
(aij) such that rj
e)x)aij).
Kow require that the map
... ,

q') iff t.here ex.jsts aEG

hxid

which associates to a frame the point of E where it is attached. A natural differC'ntinble structure on P (E) which changes the latter into a differentiable
manifold and :r. into a differentiable
map can he defined as follows: Let (U, x)
be~a chart in E and e:U~ •. P(E) tll(> map assoC'iatingtoyEU
the natural basis

= (ri(y),

= 1(1",

structure

fOl' any open

:cP(E)~E

e(y)
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5.8. The "tran.yformati071: law" of CI'088 sections in a general assoeiated bundle can be
derived in complete analogy to those of tensor densities over a vector space in
Section 2.2. Let (P, E, a, n, lJf) be a principal fibre bundle, (F, a, G) a-manifold
and (M, E, l?) the corresponding a.ssociated bundle. Denote by OeM) the set of all
cr088 sections of M. If feO(!I!),
map

This establishes a I-I-correspondence between the cross sections of !If and the
a-manifold homomorphisms from Pinto F:

II

O(N)

110

--

~JI

EP

I

110

..•.
PxF
•

f:P-+-F(1)

I

idxI

I

Romr;(P, F).

E x amp Ie: Induced representation
Let P be Lie group, a a olosed 'Lio subgroup of P, thcn (P, a, 6) with c5.(b)
= lx~for all a e a, be P is a a-manifold. The set E = PIa ofleft cosets can be given
the structure of differentiable manifold, and (P, E, a, n, 6) becomes prinoipal
fibre bundle.

1

·1

I

+-+

5.9. Jfthe manifoldF is a vector space on which a acts as a group of vect,or space
automorphisms the a.ssociated bundle is called a vector bundle; 0 (M) and RomdP, F)
can then be given a natural vector space structure and /1-+-1 becomes an isomorphism of the vector spaces 0 (.lII) and RomG(P' Pl.

110

110

110

a
is commutative. (Recall that ~r:F -+-Fn(r)
for any re P and a e a that
/0'P.(r)

b

= ~'I'.(r)-I0fono.'P.(r)

e

. = 0'.-1 ° ~r-I %n(r)
,

,

P

is bijective). Then it follows

== e~l(n(r))

a

. ba

=

0'.-1 oftr),

i.e.,

I

10 'P. = (1.-1°1

This means that

= G.0f.

Lie homomorphism (a repreIf now F is any veotor space and O':a -+- aL(F)
sentation ofa in F), then (1' a a) becomes a a-manifold. Let ltf = (PxF)/G be
tho corresponding associated bundle, then there exists vector space isomorphism
110

'P

pxa

E

(2)

P

110

,....,: O(ltI) -+- RomG(P, F).

(3)

/xid

1
Fxa

~

----_

1

0'

7

Let

F

...•.

1

be

-+-F such that 1° c5" = 0'.-1 ° 1 for all a e a, then if
P it follows that 1° i'6-1 e RomG(P, F) because i'6-1 ° 15. = 6. ° 1'6-1. Since

Ie Horna(P, F),

(".1 +fJi) ° i'6-1(<:)

commutes, expressing the fact that is a morphism in the category of a-manifolds
mapping Pinto F. Conversely, if such a morphism 1: -+- F is given, a or088soction
Ie 0 (M) can be defined by
I(x)

l'

dd

= ~r° fer),

where

I'

=

~,.(r)010 'P.(r)

=

~1I'.(r)
° 11. -I

°1(1')

= lr °1<1').

(b-1c)

= ".1(b-1c)+pi(b-'c)

1

the map 1Il.:RomG(P'F)
1"

= (".1+Pu)

= ".1 ° i'.-I(C)+PU

e n- (x).

The cr088 section f is well dofined because in view of (2) for any other choice
= 'P.(r) e n-1(x), ono obtains
~, 0fit')

i.e.,!:P

if ° i'6-1)

-+-

° 1'.-1(<:)

RomG(P' F), where w.(n

° i'.-I = 1° i'.-1.-1 it follows that

Therefore

w:

P

-+-

w.

for all c e P,

= 1° i'6-1

° 1Il. =

1Il••

is linear, and from
for any a, be P.

aL(H0lIla (P, F))
\

,.

·r
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is a representation
group G c P.
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of P, said to be induced by the representation of the Lie sub-

5.10. A transformation q): E -+ E of the IJIIRe manifold can be extended to an
automorphism (ffi, ide' ep) of the bundle of linear frames P(E) as follows: Identify
reP(E)
with the isomorphism
r:Rn

-+

(4)

'n(r) (E)

defined as in Section 2.1 and put ep (r) = 'n(r)(ep) 0 r, where 'n(r)(ep) is the isomorphism
the space tangent to E at n(r) onto the tangent space at ep(n(r)) induced by f/J
of (cf. Section 3.3):
Rn -

r

. (E)
r,,(r)

Tn(r) (I/J)

• T~(n(r)l (E)

~~(r)~

The morphism properties of
verified:
i

I

(f/J,

ide,

f/J)

according to section 5.4 are now easily

ep 0

0. =

:t

0

f/J

= f/J

0

:t,

(6)

f/J 0

'[I

= f/J

0

IJI,

(7)

15"

(5)

0 rfJ,

also
i

6. Connections
6.1. Affine

p

P(Y)
P(E)

".'"

E

so that

Xl e HomeL

(n,

11)

b.

is a submanifold of P(E),

n :IJr -+ E is a diffeomorphism

= a.-l

0

15"

it follows that

. and for any a e GL(n, R)

Xl.

(P (E), R'''). This finally implies that there exists an clement

I!.x! e C (a (E)) such that I!."';!= XII!. x!is called the Lie derivative of f with respect

toX.

Hr

-)- Rm

makes sense and since moreover X is invariant undcr
0

=-~ ;l;i(p)ei+o.

The map x: E -+ Rn s induced in snoh a way by a bltsis (0, c) is obviously bijective
and can be used to introduce an (n-dimensional) differentiable structure on E. The
structure does not depend on the choice of (0, e) and (E, x) is a global chart.
If c(p) is the natuml basis of TJ>(E) associated with the chart (FJ, x), then the linear
map T1,(E) -+ V defined by the extension of ei(p) I-+ei is a natural isomorphism (Le.,
is independent of the particular choice of (0, e). All tangent spaces can therefore
be naturally identified with V or there exists a teleparallelism over E. In other
words, the bundle P(E) of an affine space E may be identified with the product
ExP(V).
Given r e P(V), define Hr c P(E) .as the set of all bases parallel to r.

Clearly,

(XI')

,~paces

Let E be a set and (V, +) an n-dimensional vector space regarded l\S abelian
group. The triple (E, V, +) is then ealled an affine space if V acts on E freely and
trnnsitively, Le., if p, q e E there exists a unique vector u e V sneh that q = 1'+p.
If e = (e} ... en) is a basis of V and 0 e E, then (0, e) is a ba.sis of E in the sense that
any peE can be written as

which follows from the covariant nature of the functor T.
Now suppose that X is a given vector field on E, (P, the generated (possibly
local) group of transformations. Then the extension (fit of (/1, is by (7) also a group
of transformations and thus induces It vector field X on P(E). It is clear that X
and X are :t-related.:\loreover, X is invariant with respect to b. (by Lemma 4).
Let! be a tensor field 0:1 E, i.e., a cross sectilln f e C(a(E)), where alE) is a bundle
associated to P(E) (cf. Scction 5.i). All J e HomG1.(n,fl)(P(E), Rm) corresponds to /
that is a set of m real functions on P(1£). Therefore
X[:P(E)

51

b.(llr)

= II6.(r)'

Such a. "global slicing" of P(E) can not be introduced over an arbitrary manifold E
but generalizations are possible in two ways:
(a)' an "infinitesimal parallelism" can be defined over an arbitrary manifold Ej
(b) a connection can also be defined on an arbitrary principal fibre bundle P.

\
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6.2. Connection., on a principal filn'e bundle

Now recall from Seetion 4.4. that
Therefore the diagram

If (P. E, G, n, 'P) iR a principal hundle, the (differentiable) assignment to each
r e P of a subRpacc II, of T,(P) such that

Il, -+ Tn(,)(E)
V',,(lI,) = IJ¥«(,)

(i) n:
(ii)

G'

is a (vector SpltCe)isomorphism.

=

-+

"G'

,

t·, 1·
Kill. vect.

T~(P)

=

=

'P:'X

=

V':'

(vcrX+horX)

If

0(,

is a k-form on a principal bundle P, the horizontal part of
(horor.),(X1,

=

'P:'

G;,

6.4. Curvature form

= 0,

PnooF: (A) and (B) are immediate conscqucnccR of the definition. From no
and (1) it follows that 1/'" 0 vcr ~ vcr 0 'P" and 1JI" 0 hor = hor 0 V',,· Thus

->-

where the notat.ion is like that of Section 5.4.

"',('P'A),
A for any A eG',
ad~-Iw for any a e G.

=

-l-

Wa

T(P2)

Given a connection on P, a I-form w with values in G' can be defined by w,(X)
(vcr X) for all X e T,(P) which completely describes the connection. It is
called thc connection form and has the propcrties
<? w,(X)

g'

.j

= 'P;-I

(A) X e ll,

G~

T(P1)
('P'A)"

6~3. Connection form

V': W

'f)'

commutes (by Lemma 5);' moreover (B) means that W 0 'P' = id; now (VJ:w) ('f'A)
= w(1JI:'01Jl'A) = w o'f' oad;'-_IA = ad~-IAor'P:w 0'P' = ad:'_lor 'P:'" = ad:'-1 0'f'-1
= ad:'-Iw.
Conversely, any given G'·valued I-form on P satisfying' (B) and (C) is the
connection form of a unique connection on P. (Define: H, ,;, {X e T,(P): w,(X) = O},
then properties (i) and (ii) of the definition in 6.1 are easily checked.)
Principal bundles with connections form a category with morphisms defined
in a natural way: in addition to the requirements related to the principal bundle
struoture one demands commutativity of the diagram

where 'P'A is the Killing vector field corresponding to A, is a bijection onto V,
(cf. Scction 4.4).

(B)

G,

C1'J

'P;A

(0)

ad:'-I

.) .'j

Since G acts freely and transitively on the fibres of P it foll?ws that the map
'P;:G'

ada-I) is an automorphism of (P,

Kill. vcet.----'!"-.-.

verX+horX.

defined by

('Pa'

(1)

is called a conne.Glionon P.
In addition to the "horizontal subspace" lI, which has dimcnsion n = dimN,
a "vertical subspace" V, may bc dofined I~S the set of all vertical vectorR, i.e.• all
vectors tangent to the fibre through r.
Since the fibres are diffeomorphic to G it follows that dimV, = dimG, so that
dimT,(P) = dimH,+dimV,.
Assume now that X e V,"'" H" then nX = 0 since X is vertical and therefore X = 0
since n is an isomorphism. This proves that T,(P) is a direct sum of H, and V, so
that any X e T,(P) decomposes uniquely:
X
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••.• Xk)

0(,

is defined by

= CIt,(horX1, ••• , horXk)

for all XI' ..., Xk e T,(P). For the connection form by the definition hor (J)
horlico =f; 0, in general. The 2-form

'f.= n

g

(verXH'P:'(horX)

= hordw

(2)

= 0,

but
(3)

iR called tho curvature form of the connection on P. It vanishes if and only if the
connection is trivial, i.e., oompletely integrable or in other words, there is a complete
parallelism. Outline of proof: connection integrable ~ horizontal 8ubspaces are
surface forming ~Frob.Diu.) (X, Y horizontal ~ [X, Y] horizontal).

is a decomposition into vertical and horizontal components.
If X e If,. then 'f:w(X) = w('f:'X) = 0 = ad:'_I(W(X») by (1), so that (0) holds
trivially in this case.

~>

•••••.• ~-,-_

•• -

••••••••

-

-~?'._,""""''''''''.":'''',~.
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E X a Jl' pIe: Increasing complexity of space-time structure:

Assume that this holds, then
D(X, Y)

= dm(hor X, hod')

product

= ~[(lwrX)(",(horY)-(lIorn

(".(horX))-w([lIorX,

horY])] *).

P(P(E))

The last term vanishes according to the assumption that in the first two terms the
G'.valued function '" (lwr Y), rcsp. '" (hor X) vanishcs everywhere along the streamlines of hor X, resp. hor Y, thus the derivatives also vanish and !J = O.Conversely,
if!J = 0, then in particular, for horizontal X and Y

,\

0=

2.Q(X,

Y)

J

,

hord.Q

(4)

is similar.
6.5. Linear connections
A linear connection over a manifold E is a connection on the bundle of linear
frames P(E). The strueture group is GL(n, B), its Lie algebra GL'(n, B) the Lie
algebra of cndomorphisms of Bn diffcomorphic to Bn'. Thus the connection form w
is essentially a collection of n2 real valued I-forms.
Another I-form with values in Rn can be naturally defined on P(E) by

= r-1(nX)

for an)'

Y

E!

T,(E),

(5)

where r E P(E) is regarded as a vector Rpace isomorphism as in Section 5.10. This
1.form is called the canonical form of P (E) and has the (obvious) property

= 0 <o>n(X) = 0,

e(x)
whereas for X

E

V,
w(X)

=0

<0>

X

bundle
product
T

811

=0

(6)

= o.

This means that

Aristotelian
spaoe-time

,

l' (E)

General
relativity

Galilean
and special
relativistio
spaee-time

6.6. Oovariant differentiation
Let M be a veotor bl/lldle associated with (1', E, G, n, J{J). Suppose !:E -.. M
is a oross section and 1: l' ~ F the corresponding element o! HomelP, F). Since F
is a finite dimensional vector space, the ]t'·valued I·form df on Pis well defined.
It satisfios '1':dJ = (la-IdJ (of. (5.2)).
In annlogy to the isomorphism between 0 (.ill) and HomdP, F), established in
Section 5.S,' there is a bijective correspondence between k·forms ct.: A k(E) _ M*)
(vector bundle homomorphism) and horizontal k·forms of type q'(lIl 1', «: A k(p) _ F
(veotor bundle homomorphism and G-manifold homomorphism, «(Y1 1\ ••• 1\ Yk) = 0
if any hor Y; = 0) such that the diagram
Ak(p)

prx;

A'. j

Do

Ak(E)
*) For the proof of tho genoml relation

Bee e.g. [4], p. 36 or [6], p. 103.

= ~ (X (w(Y»-Y

PxF

Rn'

are both isomorphisms and hence ("'" 0,) is a basis of T;(P(E)). Therefore a complete
parallelism is defined on P (E) or in other words, the bundle P (P (E)) is produet
bundle.

dw(X, Y)

l' (E)

D~U

e,:H,-""Bn,
w,:V,-""

is commutative.
(w(Xl)-w([XY]))

product I
P(p(E))
I not

l' (E)

produot
bundle

-w([XY]).

Thus [XY] must be horizontal.
The proof of Bianchi's identity

e,(X)

produot

= Xw(Y)_·Yw(X)-w([XY)
=

;
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*) Ak(E) ia the bundle of AI-vectora over E.

ct.
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The covariant derivative
field

Vf of any f e 0(111) is now defined as the unique I-form

Then the transformation law for fe O(M) becomes

,...,

Vf

,....,

To calculate 17flet Ye

T,(P);

hordi(Y)

but]o
thus

'P,

= hordl:

T(P)

(7)

For r we have r,'

= di(horY) = dj(Y)-df(verY).

= (J',(Y)

and verY

= 'P;A.

('P;A,)j

= A,<fo

Now regard A as

'P,),

because

denotes the action of GL(F) in F;

= a'
aX) =

w)

= (10-1-10

e(p)
(13)

(e, a)*'P*"'; let X e Tp(E), then

0

0"

0

(ad'a(p)-lw(eX)+wo(P)(aX»,

ad'a(p)-1 =

ado

(0' 0

ado(p)-I)' = ad'aoa(p)-l

0 (1'

.](r).

= ad'S(p)-1 0

(1'

= ada(o)0 (1, and
= Wo(p)(aX)I.(a) =

(Ya(p)-JaX)

(0')

= X «(1 0 Yo(p)-10 a) = 8(p)-IX(8)

= A,(a)

= 8(P)-1 d8(X),

where a'(A) = A.(a) and the definition of w in Section 4.3 has been used.
the Christoffel symbols for
This finally gives us the transformation law of
quantities of type (1;

r,

= a(e)A,(aHA,(a)·a(e)

A,(a·a)

= A,(aHA,(a),

r,' = 8-1 r.8+8-ld8.

d

and moreover, A, (0') =-ciia(exptA)I,_o
dl(verY)

= a'(A), so that

= .,A,(a)](r)

= -a'

0

Vi = df-

(a'

0

satisfies the simpler transformation

",)1

I, =loe:E-l'

r, "'"e*(a'

0

11;'1,

then
fl,f,

= e* VJ;

= df,-r

e:

E-

E~
s'

•. f,.

(16)

(10)

7. Utiyama Theory of Gauge.Invariant Classical Fields

(11)

7.1. Consider a. principal fibre bundle P with structure group 80(2), over (Minkowski or Riemannian) space-time E. Assume that there is a connection on P
characterized by a conneotion form w, Consider tho representation (homomorphism)
0':80(2) _ U(I) given by

(12)

0'

• PxG

'~p

= 8-1R. 8,

where 8 now denotes the operation of 0' 0 a on 2-forms. (The second term vanishes
as a eonsequonce of the horizontal character of Q.)

P of P.

If e': E _ P is another cross section, there cxiRts a function a; E - G such that
the diagram
(e, a)

law
R.,

(8)

(15)

0.0),

(Il)

·~GL'(F)

w):'t(E)

= e*(a'

R.

w,(Y)-1(r),

Usually one expresses everything in tcrlllH of a local cross section
For given e let

(14)

The curvature

or

commutes.

0'.0

0

a'(wa(P)(aX»

therefore

0=

0

(e(p»

where w is the canonical form of GL(n, R) (cf. Section 4.3).
c GL'(F), then
Denote 8 = aoa:E_GL(F)
a'

= dj('P;A,) =

= e'*(a'

= a' 0 'P*w(eX,

r.,(X)

= a·](r), where a(a) = 0'.-1 and"·"

= idF,

F,

-

then

dj(ver Y)

But a'a

0

-

There exists an AeG' s:l(1hthat A
element A,eT,(G), then
d7(verY)

= f e'(p) = f 0 'P,(p)(a(p») = ao.j
= (10-1'f,(p), i.e. f" = ao-I·f,.

f,,(p)

Vj:T(E)-M
corresponding to
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•

( -SJnOC
cosoc COSOC
sinoc) =

eia.

(This rcquircs an obvious generalization of the prcceding considerations to complex
spnces.) The Lie algebra of 80 (2) consists of matrices of the form (_~ 0) with a e R,
and (1'(_~ 0) = ia. Therefore if we construct the associated bundle M with standard
fibre 0 defined by (1 and wish to use real forms, we have to introduce A and F ,by

[_

••.•.•
~r··

•..- .•.._

.•. _"-'

'or.'-"'_'

j;

-..,,.---------------------,---_
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= r = e*(a'

iF

w);

0
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= R = e*(a'

0.0)

reduced to tho Lorentz group L; therefore the Lorentz bundle L (E) (= set of all
"t.etrads" in space-t.ime E) is a principal bundle over E, with strupture group L.
The usual affine connection considered in CRT is indeed a ('ol1lH'otion in L (E).
Howover, in addition to its general bundle struet,ure, the bundle of linpar hases P (E)
(amI also L(E), as its reduction) has n propol'ty that. is not 8harpd by othol' principal
fibre bundles. Namely, the following if! to\'lH1:a principal fibre Illlndlo J' over an
'/I.-dimensional differentiable manifold E nnd with strudurp group OL(n) is (bundle)
isomorphie to the bundle P(E) of linear bases of E if and only if t,here exists an
0 -= ;r'X =, O. (Exercise:
Rn-valued I-form eon P of type T, and such that, fJ(X)
prove this theorem. Hint.: on l'(FJ),
is the canonical form l\l'fincd by (a.Ii), SOllietimes also ealled the "soldering fOI'III" of 1'(1:'); tho ll\lndl(\ /'(/;') is "801<1(01'1'<1"
tog
rather than being loosely connected to FJ, as genpml principal IHlIldles are). Note
also that for any manifold E, one can introduce the product hundle ExGL('fI,).
In general, there not only isn't any natural isomorphism of P (FJ) on Ex GL(n), hut
no (global) isomorphism whatsoever
(e.g. if FJ is a 2-sphere). It is possible, and
this has been done by Utiyama, to consider principal fibre bundlcs over space-time
with Lorentz structure group, completely unrelat,cd to P(E) or L(E).

(I)

for any local cross section e E 0 (P).

If
S:E

-+

U(I),

S(p)

= eix(I'l,

dcscribes a change from the local cross scction e EO (P) to e, then a cross section
(M) transforms according to (n.13) which hecomes

f EO

1(p) =e-ix(p)
whereas

the transformation

!(p),

(2)

f,'

=

P.

(3)

If we interpret f as a fjpld dcscribing charged particles, A as the electromagnetic
field, then (3) is the gauge transformation
potential and I!' as the electromagnetic
law. The structure group bcing llbplian, the relation bctween the connection and
curvature and the Bianchi identity become respectively
F
with obvious interpretations
derivative in the (complex)

= dA

and

dF

= 0*)

(4)

7.2. Isomorphism

in the electromagnetic
theory. 1\1orcover, the covariant
bundle associated to P by a may be written as
Vk!

= (fik-iAdf

=

e

laws of A and F follow from (1) and (6.14) and (6.)(\):

A = A+rlX;
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between the Kaluza·Klein

space and the Utiyallla

phase space

A disadvantage
of the Utiyama approaoh to eleetrodynamics
is that it docs not
provide a nutural method of deriving the other half of Maxwell equl\tions (i.e.,
0). The full set of Maxwell equat.ions is known to follow from
other than dF
u simple action principle in the Kaluza-Klein
tlwory, 01' 011<1of its modificat,ions
(cf. T. Kaluza [2], A. Einstein, and P.G. Bergmann [1]). It is intpresting to know
that, in fact, thero is a definite isomorphism between the Utiyama t.heory and the
Kaluza-Klein
five-dimensional
theory *). This isonlOrphism may be extended to
a large class of theories with gauge invariant fields. In other words, for any such
theory it is possihle to eOllstruct a multidimensionnl
IUemannian
space which hears
tho same relation to that theory as the Kaluza-Klein
spaoe to pleotrodynamics.
Let G be a Lie group possessing all invariant 1I1ptric h,i.e., a symmetric non-degenerate covariant tensor field of second ord£\r defined on (/ and invariant with
respect to both left and right translations.
For examl;le, if G is semi-simple, then
one can define h by kJA, B)
Tr(AdA 0 AdD)' where Ad.'I(O)
[A, 0], A, B, 0
belong to the Lie algebra of G and e is the unit of G. An abelian group such as T,
also hns an invariant metric. Given a principal fibre bundle P with structure group
G over a base manifold E (space-time) with a l{,iemannian metric g, one cnn define
011 P as follows. Let XETr(P)
and write ,,(X), h(A), ete"
a H.iemannian metrio"
instead of ,,(X, X), h(A, A), ete. We put

(5)

=

(by (6.12)) and t,his formula 'may be used as a basis for introducing
interactions
an: SO(2)
between chnrged Imrticlps nnd the elpetromngnctic
field. A rpprl'sclltation
-+ U (I) of thc form a"C ~:',~~~:~~) ein" will lead to another assoeiat(,d 1Iulldle.
Its cross sections may be inlorl'l'l'f.cd as fidds df'scribing particl('s whose ehargo is n
times that of particles descri1Je(l by t.ho ficld J. Tho relation ))('t\\'oen t.llC gauge
transformations
of both kinc!f; is nOW clear; t,he sj,l'lwturo group SO (2) is the group
of gauge transforma,tions of the first kind, whereas the grou Jl of gauge transformations
of the second kind acts, in an obvious way, in the set of all cross sections of P.
According to It. Utiyama [71 OIW can consider 1I10re gonera) fields, admitting
gauge transformnt,ions
cOlTpspolHling to changes of cross seet-ions in a principal fibre
SO (3), one ohtains thl' Yangbundle with struct\lf£\ group G. For l'xample, if G
·~lills field [8). It is easy to write t11£\analogul's of equnt,ions (3), (4). (Il) for this
general ease.
It is sometimes asserted that t,he gr'lwral theory of relativity llIay also be obtained in this way, by taking U to he t.he Lorent.z group (or the Poincare group, according to some authors;
cf. T. W. B. Kibble [3]). This is not quite t.he case. The
structure group of the bundle of lillear bases of a Riemannian
spaco-time may be

=

=

=

"r(X)

=

= g,,<r)(n(X))+h.(w(X)).

\0) The existenee of sueh an isomorphism haa been independently recognized by Engelbort
8ehuoking and Wlodzimierz TuJezyjew.

*) This follows from the structure equation if it is noticod that all Lie brackets and structure
oonatanta vanish for an abelian group (of. [4], p. 77/78).
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],'lmm

of h that y is non-singular

It follows from the properties
G,

and invariant

with respect

to

=y

If':y

for any aeG.

T~ any A eG' there corrcsponds a Killing veetor field If''A of the mctric y. In
SO (2) so that (J' cnn be identified with Rand
h may be taken to
particullll', if G
be the Euclidean metric on R (p'lssibly with a numerical cocffieient), t".hen )' on P
is the Hiemannian
mctric of the fivc-dimensional
Kaluza-Klein
tlll'ory. It is also
clear how one can construct a principal fihre bundle from thc Kaluza-Klein
space.
This construction,
when applicd to the theor.\, of a general field arising from
gauge invnriancc, If.'adll to the following possihiJit,.\'. One can formulate an action
integral of the form J R where R is thc Hieci scalar density calculated from tho

=

Q

metric y and Q C P. By varying this action with due care not to speil the invariance of y with respect to G, one can obtain a set of field equations, analogous to
the Einstein-Maxwell
set that one gets in the Kaluza-Klein theory (9).

'Ve shall now Ray more precisely what is the meaning of the Rtatement that the
bundle of frames P (E) in sJlceial relativity is 0. product bundle whereas in gcneral
relativity it is not.
To do this we need the notion of natural eq££imlence. Let .~ and 3'l hc a.ntegorieB
and 01, O2 - two (covariant) functorR from ..,1 to :II. The functors may bo thought
of as "general constructions"
performed on object,s of :t nnd ;yielding certain objects
In certain cases these construct.ions may bc equivalent to each other. Namely,
of
one says that there is natural equivalence between 01 and O2 if, for any object E
of ~, there exists an isamorphiRm T (E): 01(E) -.. 02(E) such that the following
diagram is commutative:

$.

T(E)

°l(F)

-..----+

C.,(F)

j

I

y

O.(R)

••

°l(h)
----+

°2(h)

t

T(F)

l'

P'(E, V, -+)

= (E X P(V),

E, Pl'l)'

It is quite easy to see that the functors P and P' from Aff to Dun are natut'nlly
equivalent and that nothing ofthe sort is true if Affis replaced by Diff. The natural
isomorphism
T(E): P(E) -... Ex P(V)
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where h: E -.. F is any morphism in ..
An example of a natural equindence waR mentioned already in the Introduction:
if A
is the category of finite-dimensional
vector spaces, 01 - the identity
functor and O2 - the functor of taking the double dual, then the usual embedding
of V into V·· establishes 0. natural equivalence of 01 and O2,
Now, any physical theory of space and time has 0. starting point a as certain eate- "
gory. Its objects are models of space-time in that theory and the morphisms ~

=$

mappings preserving the structure inherent in the theory and hn,~e(1 on physicnf
hypoj.!H'ses. 1<'01' example in speeinl relativity the category in question is that 01
affill!' spaces .\ff, whereas in general relativity it is that. of differentia hie manifolds ·Diff. For the purposeR of physics it is URlllllly enough to consider only the
(cf. Sed.ions
illvortible olles as morphisllls, i.e., isol1lorphisl1lR. \\'hen thiR is done,
5.5 and 5.10) becomes a functor from Diff into the category of fibre bundles, Bun.
In the category Aff (which is a subcategory of Diff, if one forge'ts the vector space
assoeiated to an affine space) in addition to P, t.here is the functor P' defined by

allows one to identify P(lfJ) with Ex P(V) and so P(E) for an affine space E beoomes 0. Cartesian product.

8. Relativity and Naturality

01(E)

01

BUNDLES ASSOCTAl'IU) WITH SPACE·TDm
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SYMMETRIES INDUCED BY CONSERVED VECTOR CURRENTS
IN THE THEORY OF ONE SCALAR FIELD
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l~ot UR cOIlHidor a quantlun t,}wor,Yof one scalnr, ren.l, hwnl, PoinCluc' cOYl\l'innt
field with massivo ono.p'.\rt.iel0st,at"s lII"l ulli,pw "MUUIll. 'fIll' Ilsymplot,ic fipJrls
arc asslimed to Loirreduoiblo, Our conjedure is (,hat,uudcr somo l-<'chllienlnssumpt.
ions (,ho "chnrge" of overy real. 10Cl\lIycOlIs"rv"dloc"ll'oiu,'are cO\'ar;alll (ps('\I(lo)
voe(,or l'lU'r<'lItrolf\tivoly local (,0 tho ori~ilml fil'id npP(,fU'ing in this (,heory vanishos. Tho olLly symmotry groups ouo can filL'\ aI''' g('l\el'n(,I"\ hy glohnl,
sol.f·Mljoint, Poincar6 invnriant oporators. QUI' arguments can he e"tt'mled to
a thoory of one complox scalaI' field. In (,his CI\SCt,ho only admi~sible symmctry
inducod by a ourrcnt can be th" gauge tmnsformnl,ion. Inoident.ally we show th.\t
a similarity transfol'll1ntion which links two real fields together cl\n be replacod
by a unitary transformation. Alt,hough the oomplex fiold wo st,artl'd wit,h dOO8not
neoossarily satisf), the suporscll'c(,ion 1'1110wo may defino anothl'r irreducible
field whioh has the same asymptotic fields liS the former and fulfils the super·
selootion rule requirements.
.

1. Inj,rodu('tion
In many papers concerned with the symmetry probll'ms in quantum field tlH'ory
(e.g. Goldstone's Theorem and miscellaneous topics rolat.ed to it) one may find
investigations of an algebra of qUUililoealobservables and a conserved (psl'udo)
vcet,or currcnt j,,(x) local with respect to the elements of the algebra and to itself
(see, c.g., [1], (2], [3]). It is wcll known that the neccssary condition to get a properly
defined "charge" (which in turn gives rise to a one parameter symmetry group of
the thcory under considcration) is tho local conservation of the current jl" If the
energy-momentum spectrum has a mass gap then this condition is also a sufficient
(no - so called - "Goldstone particles"). The theorems proved up to now
[631

